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ABSTRACT

DESIGNING NEW COSTUMES AND SCENERY FOR THE MUSICAL
NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS IN 2020

MAY 2021

CALYPSO MICHELET, BA, UNIVERSITE PARIS 10 - FRANCE
M.F.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Yao Chen and Professor Anya Klepikov

A reflection on the costume and scenic design process for the theoretical production of the
musical Notre-Dame de Paris, composed by Riccardo Cocciante with lyrics by Luc Plamondon.
This record contains the steps of the design process, from the analysis of the libretto and the
dramaturgical research to the final presentation of the costume and scenic design elements.
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“Arrêtés
Accusés
Enfermés
Délogés
Expulsés
Exilés
Déportés

“Cast away,
Souls at bay.
It's our dreams,
They betray.
Now they say
we can't stay.
Prayers we pray
Lost today.

[…]
[…]
La douleur
De l'exil
Dans les rues
De ta ville

Refugees,
downward bound.
Fill the streets
of your town.

Comment faire un monde
Où il n'y aurait plus
D'exclus ?

Can't we make a world,
to which everyone belongs?

Comment faire un monde
Sans misère
Et sans frontières ?”

Can't we make a world,
without fears
without frontiers?”

Condamnés, Act II, Notre-Dame de Paris

Castaways, Act II, Notre-Dame de
Paris
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Notre-Dame de Paris by Victor Hugo, a monumental novel
The Hunchback of Notre-Dame (or Notre-Dame de Paris in its original French title) is a Gothic
novel written by Victor Hugo. It was published in 1831, right after the July Revolution, also
known as the Second French Revolution.
1) The People
On many levels, Hugo’s work broke the literary canons of his time. Romanticism was
traditionally focussing on individuals, creating sublime Heroes whom readers would admire and
identify with. Hugo introduced a new central character in his novel: the People. For the first time,
he transformed the anonymous mob who usually populated stories into a sum of very distinct
individuals. He went to the national registers to find real persons to borrow names from, with the
will to give all his characters historic veracity. Some only have one line, reacting to an event or
commenting on a situation. Some don’t even speak but participate in some of the actions and are
acknowledged as being part of History.
Reflecting on Hugo’s work, I will make the People a central focus point of my production,
looking into each member of the Ensemble as a distinct individual with a unique story, playing
their own part in the plot.

2) The Cathedral as main character
The second new type of character Hugo introduces with this
novel is the Cathedral itself, Our Lady of Paris (Notre-Dame
de Paris). The cathedral was falling into ruins at the time the
French poet decided to write his novel. Doing so, he tried to
sensitize his contemporaries to the value of the Gothic
architecture which was being destroyed and replaced by new
edifices. He admired the Cathedral as a witness of time,
describing the cracks in the walls as her scars, and the carvings
in her stones as layers of history.
“ Architecture has recorded the great ideas of the human race.
!1

Figure 1: Engraving of the novel Notre-Dame de Paris

Not only every religious symbol but every human thought has its page in that vast book. ” (Victor
Hugo, Notre-Dame de Paris).

The novel contains a whole chapter named “ This will kill That ” (which is also a song in the
musical) where Hugo comments on the appearance of the printed press and how it is killing the
purpose of architecture. Up until the fifteen century, historical figures and events, religious
values, and even laws were carved in stones for all to witness and experience. Hugo tells us in the
first chapter of his novel that “the greatest products of architecture are less the works of
individuals than of society; rather the offspring of a nation's effort, than the inspired flash of a
man of genius.” The Cathedral is featured as the holder of one nation’s history, its values, and its
aspirations.
Just like in Hugo’s novel, Notre-Dame will be a central character in this production, a reminder
of the past, a reflection of the present, and a vision for the future.

3) The Right of Asylum
The Cathedral is also essential to the protagonists for its function as a shelter. A central leitmotif
in the novel - and the musical - is the “Right of Asylum”, which defines the Cathedral as a
sanctuary. From the Greek antiquity to the 16th century, the Right of Asylum made religious
establishments universal shelters. Within sanctuaries, the law could not be enforced and people
protected by these places could not be arrested.
The novel is populated by thieves, beggars,
and migrants, all seeking shelter in the
Cathedral when the Court of Miracles can
not protect them anymore. The Cathedral
is Esmeralda’s last refuge before Frollo
lures her out and eventually delivers her to
the so-called Justice.
The Cathedral is therefore a symbol of
protection for all who are condemned by
the rest of society.

Figure 2: Detail of the ring representing the Right of Asylum
on Notre-Dame de Paris front door.
!2

B. History of the production
The sing-through musical, composed by Ricardo Cocciante with lyrics by Luc Plamondon is
based on Victor Hugo’s novel. It debuted in Paris in September 1998.
1) The adaptation of the novel
Luc Plamondon was a regular collaborator of Michel Berger who composed some of the most
famous French songs and musicals such as Starmania (“Tycoon” in English), an opéra-rock still
performed today. After Michel Berger died in 1992, Plamandon asked Cocciante to join him and
work on a new show. He browsed through his Characters Dictionary and stopped at
“Quasimodo”. Moved by the story of the famous Hunchback, he decided to read Hugo’s novel in
which he found an endless source of inspiration. With 3 volumes and more than 900 pages in
most editions, he had to reduce the plot to its essence, choosing to prioritize the cursed love story
between Esmeralda and Phoebus, the damnation of the priest Claude Frollo, and the sacrifices of
Quasimodo who bears the world’s responsibilities on his shoulders.
The poet Pierre Gringoire became the narrator, commenting on a changing world, on Destiny,
predicting the end of the age of Cathedrals with the 21st century (The opening song ends with
Gringoire announcing “The end of this world is predicted for the year 2000”).
Plamondon also chose to modernize the Ensemble led by Clopin. In the novel, the Court of
Miracles is the place where thieves, beggars, unemployed migrants, and all sorts of marginalized
figures gather, to conceal in the slum districts of Paris. The Court of Miracles actually existed
and was organized as a counter-society following its own hierarchy and institutions. Hugo made
Clopin Trouillefou “King of Truands”, ruler of the outlaws. Plamondon gave him the roles of
Esmeralda’s protector and the spoke-person for the Castaways.

Figure 3: Illustration of The Court of Miracles by Eugène Beyer for Notre-Dame de Paris by Victor Hugo. 1844
!3

2) The 1998 production
The musical premiered in 1998 in the Parisian Palais des Congrès. Director Gilles Maheu staged
the production within a proscenium frame, with the principal singers mostly standing downstage
center and the Ensemble providing the visual dynamic with modern dance and acrobatics.
The set represents the facade of the Cathedral and is composed of moving blocks of stone which
transform into doors, windows, columns, and also serve as rock-climbing and projection surfaces.

Figure 4: Photos of the 1988 production of the musical Notre-Dame de Paris

The Cathedral is represented by a few symbolic elements: the gargoyles, the bells, and the rose
window pattern.
Even though the story is still set in 1482, the date Hugo chose for his novel, Plamondon and
Cocciante wanted a modern and timeless show. “This is an extraordinary love story, but also
with a social background that still resonates today. It was the opportunity to create interesting
music, music from the heart, and music of revolt”, said the composer.

!4

The original production is full of modern elements: the costumes are strongly based on late 20thcentury fashion, showcasing jeans, shirts, baggy pants, and fitted dresses.

Figure 5: The 1998 cast in costumes for the curtain call.

3) Critical response
The original production was a big hit in France, making musicals fashionable again.
Since its debut in 1998 it has been produced in 20 countries, has been translated into 8
languages, has been performed more than 4300 times, and has had more than 11 million
spectators around the world.
Although the musical was and remains a big success in France, Asia, and Italy, it never was quite
well received in Great Britain, mostly because of the general disdain for the English translation
of the songs. The Daily Mail called the English production: “concert with dance, lighting effects
and a lot of French singers throwing their hair around in a collective display of gravelly-voiced
pique.”
The show was never performed in the United States except for a short version in Las Vegas in
2000. It was supposed to premiere in New-York in September 2020 in a French version with
English subtitles, but the premiere has been pushed back to 2022 due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
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4) Most recent productions
Since 1998, the production has remained mostly unchanged. It was back in France in 2018 with
a new cast and some minor changes to the choreography and costumes. The Ensemble’s
costumes, in particular, got brighter and more colorful, and Frollo’s priest costume was
completely reinvented, taking away the starkness of his character.

Figure 6: The new production of the musical in Paris, with Frollo’s new costume (Center stage) - 2018

Figure 7: Frollo in Singapore - 2012

Figure 8: Esmeralda and Clopin -Italian tour- 2019
!6

CHAPTER II
DRAMATURGICAL RESEARCH

A. Notre-Dame is burning
On 15 April 2019, a massive blaze devastated the Cathedral, destroying most of the 850 years
old wooden structure and leading to the collapsing of its iconic top spire.

The burning image of Notre-Dame was a real national tragedy, bringing a lot of people on their
knees whether they were praying, mourning, or profoundly shocked by the vision of this living
symbol being destroyed by flames.
The French president Emmanuel
Macron in a television address to
the nation said that “The fire of
Notre Dame reminds us that our
story never ends. And that we will
a lw ay s h ave ch a l l e n g e s t o
overcome. What we believe to be
i n d e s t r u c t i bl e c a n a l s o b e
touched.”
Figure 9: People on their knees in front of the burning !7
Cathedral - 2019

This was a heartbreaking event, personally, nationally and internationally because of all that the
Cathédrale Notre-Dame represents: the strength of a nation working together to build a
monument that has been carrying over nine centuries of History, the legacy of Art and History
written in stones, and the strongest symbol of religious values and French identity.
In a time of heightened political, religious, and social divisions around the world, the appalling
vision of the Cathedral on fire sends a strong message: nothing is indestructible, even the most
colossal edifices. A nation constantly has to reflect on its heritage and what it wants to pass on to
future generations.
B. Looking at the past and into the Future
Looking inside Notre-Dame de Paris in 2020 is looking at the ruins of a civilization. Of course,
the main structure remains, but we have to ask ourselves how we should reconstruct it. The role
of monuments is a central question in the recent political events, and Notre-Dame is the perfect
subject to provide reflection on this matter.
“Monuments alone can’t solve any problems, but their spaces can serve as platforms for a
democratic people to reengage with its History and, ultimately, to transform it.” said Kirk Savage,
Chair of the Department of Art and Architecture at the University of Pittsburgh, in an article
titled “The Question of Monuments”. (See Bibliography)
The debate on the reconstruction of Notre-Dame also questions how the commemoration of the
past can reflect on the present, bring forward new ideas, values, and beliefs.
“Within France itself,
the Notre Dame fire
laid bare another,
m o re c o m p l i c at e d
fragility: a tension
rippling through the
country, pitting the
urge to preserve the
past, and traditions of
an exceedingly proud
nation, against the
need to overhaul its
hidebound ways and
modernize its system.”
Vivienne Walt for the
Times- July 2019
Figure 10: The altar inside the Cathedral after the fire.
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C. A new vision for the musical
1) The Refugees
“We are the strangers here, the refugees, the women, and men,
Without a home, O Notre-Dame we come and ask of you:
Asylum! Asylum!” Extract from the musical Notre-Dame de Paris.
Plamondon and Cocciante made a very clear choice taking the People from Hugo’s novel into
our modern era, identifying them as “Refugees” and “Castaways”. Like in the novel, the
inhabitants of the Court of Miracles are beggars and social outcasts, living in fraternity and
solidarity as a marginalized group, away from the rest of society. The musical emphasizes their
identity as asylum seekers and the rejections they face, banned from the city of Paris in which
they came to find shelter.
Most of the Ensemble songs - The Refugees, Destiny, Castaway, Free Today, and Deported - are very
dark and dramatic, staging Clopin and his people asking for Justice and Equality and eventually
facing the violence of the army driving them out of the city.
Today, nearly 80 million people
around the world are displaced
from their homes: immigrants,
refugees, asylum seeker s,
migrants. With a growing
number of homeless migrants
in the world since 2015, many
countries are witnessing waves
of racism and xenophobia,
while governments establish
metering and restrictive policies,
leading to numerous asylum
turn-backs.
Figure 11: French riot police stand near refugees as preparations continue for the
evacuation of the makeshift camp in Calais, France, on October 22, 2016.
While the Trump’s administration has been fortifying the Mexico-United States barrier, the
European Union has been struggling to agree on a new plan to handle migrants, as many EU
members oppose any measure to force countries to take in refugees: “The European Commission
proposed a plan for member’s states to share the responsibility for asylum seekers under a
compulsory solidarity mechanism. It is likely triggering a heated debate over what is one of the
bloc's most politically sensitive issues. The EU's migration system has come under increasing
pressure in recent years, with bottlenecks forming at external borders and nations trading barbs
over responsibility.” Deutsche Welle, 22 September 2020
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Figure 12: Asylum seekers climb the US border wall as migrant caravan gathers on the Mexican side.
The Refugee crisis is also a reception and integration crisis of homeless populations. The growing
number of Asylum seekers throughout the world is overwhelming institutions that do not have
the capacity to treat all demands, resulting in the emergence of camps where these populations
have to live in dangerous and inhuman conditions.
This musical should visually reflect this migration crisis which has worsened dramatically since
1998.

Figure 13: Iraqi and Syrians refugees break into the Greek-Macedonian borders during their protest demanding
the opening of the borders near the village of Idomeni on February 29, 2016.
!10

2) The rose window: symbol of hope and unity

Figure 14: The Canergy poster of the Disney Musical The Hunchback of Notre-Dame, in 2019. (left)
Figure 15: The rose window of the Cathedral Notre-Dame main facade seen from the inside. (right)
The rose Window will be an essential element in this production. First of all, it’s the main gothic
architectural feature that has been conserved from Hugo’s novel to Walt Disney’s cartoon and still
evokes the famous Cathedral today. On a symbolic level, the rose window represents the idea that
many parts make a whole. No matter how many branches a rose has, all its elements come
together in a single cohesive design around a central circle.
The pattern combines very strong symbols: the rose, symbol of love and purity, and the circle,
representing unity and cycles of perpetual renewal.
As Notre-Dame was burning, the rose glass window was floating over the crowd as a symbol of
hope, surviving the fire and still standing today.
It is also interesting to draw the parallel
with the flag of the Romani people
(Esmeralda’s family). “The Roma flag is
dark blue on top (representing the
heavens) and green below (representing
the earth) with the red sixteen-spoked
chakra in the center (in recognition of
the Indian origin of the Roma),
representing movement and the burst of
fire from which all creation emerged at
the beginning of time.”
Figure 16: The Roma flag
!11

3) A world in reconstruction
“Stone after stone, day after day, from year to year man had his way.
Men had built with faith and love, these cathedrals rose above.
We troubadours and poets sing, that love is all and everything.
We promise you, all human kind, tomorrow will be fine.” - Extract from the opening song
Today, Notre-Dame is frozen between two stages: what used to be her former glory, and what she
is yet to become. Looking at the Cathedral in 2021 is looking at endless possibilities on how we
could build the future.

Figure 17: The Cathedral Notre-Dame in reconstruction
The scaffoldings, the mix of stones
and metal, the beams and nets, all
contribute to the idea of a world in
reconstruction.
This thesis production will encourage
the audience to listen to all voices and
hope for the reconstruction of a world
“to which everyone belongs”, a world
“without fear and without frontier”.
!12

CHAPTER III
CREATING THE WORLD
A. Park Avenue Armory
With its 55,000-square-foot Wade Thompson Drill Hall, Park Avenue Armory is the perfect
venue to create a monumental production.
I needed a space with a lot of flexibility since I knew from the start that the audience would be
part of the world I was creating. Rather than sitting in an auditorium in front of a traditional
proscenium stage, the audience is seated on the stage, sharing the space with the performers,
feeling like they are wanderers in the street of Paris, just like the rest of the Ensemble.
The architecture of the Park Avenue Armory
space is also part of the production. I chose
to incorporate the arches to the design in
certain scenes, to reinforce the idea of a
world in construction by emphasizing the
cold metal and sharp lines.
As the light hits the arches we get a sense of
how big the space is and are also visually
confused: it is suddenly hard to tell where the
set ends and where the actual architecture of
the venue begins.
The bodies of the performers get shrunk by this space, like foreigners lost in a city which is so
much bigger than themselves.

Figure 18: Park Avenue Armory, the Drill Hall, New York City
!13

Figure 19: Photos of the 1/8” scale model: the Park Avenue Armory arches being used as part of the set to
create a sense of chaos (above) or reveal the whole skeleton of the world (below).

!14

B. Plot analysis and scene breakdown
My first step in order to create the scenery was
to analyse the overall structure of the musical:
the rhythm between solo numbers and full
ensemble scenes, the contrast between joyful
and sentimental songs, and the path toward the
tragic ending.
This analysis shows a clear shift from Act I to
Act II. With joyful and upbeat Ensemble songs
such as The feast of Fools and the Court of
Miracles in Act I, we get a sense of life, joy and
freedom. The Cathedral is depicted as a shelter
and is a strong symbol of hope and faith for all.
Although Gringoire gives us multiple warnings
that these hopes might only be illusions and that
Destiny will prevail, the multiple love songs also
give us hope that the protagonists will be able to
see past their differences and live in harmony
together,
After Phoebus is stabbed at the end of Act I, we
shift into a world of despair and isolation. The
divisions between the two groups are stronger
than ever, Quasimodo and the Castaways start
to loose faith, facing injustice and imprisonment,
as the power figures go back to their old ways
and decide to get rid of these strangers.
Esmeralda seems to be the only character
keeping hope and faith until her death.
To convey this shift from a world of life, joy and
hope to a world of dissolution, division and
destruction, I designed shifts in the scenery
which will give the impression of increasing
exclusion and chaos, and which will show the
shift from the promise of Asylum and Freedom
to the loss of all hope of unity.

!15
Figure 20: Plot analysis

The second step was to analyse the musical scene by scene to understand the needs in terms of
scenic units, transitions, and characters entrances.
This analysis revealed all the different spaces I needed to create in order to tell this story: the
Cathedral, the streets of Paris, the Court of Miracles, the Val d’Amour, and the prison.
The main focus of this analysis was also to establish the scenic transitions to get from one place
and one mood to the next. There is no time for scenic changes except for during the intermission,
so every scene change has to be part of the show, has to contribute to telling the story. That is
why I choose to use automation, so that every movement of the set would not only bring us to a
new space, but also visually emphasize what is at stake on stage. When the side walls slowly slide
toward Center Stage to close the access to the Cathedral, for instance, the audience experiences
the feeling of exclusion and entrapment along with the Castaways.

Figure 21: Extract from the scene breakdown.
See appendice A for the full document.
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C. Key research

Figure 22: The façade of the Cathédrale Notre-Dame de Paris.
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Figure 23: Notre-Dame burning (above): the skeleton of the architecture and scaffoldings revealed by the flames.
Rose window and stained glass reflection (below).
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Figure 24: Notre-Dame under reconstruction (above): the juxtaposition of centuries old gothic architecture next to
the modern construction units.

Figure 25: Mother Courage by Richard Schechner's the Performance Group (below): including the audience in the set
and playing with zip-lines.
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The action also takes place in the streets of Paris, the Court of Miracles and the Val d’Amour,
various locations that are the territory of the Castaways, of the Hidden Ones. These spaces
should feel much more chaotic and anarchic than the sacred space of the Cathedral, and also
bring in the reality of today’s refugees finding shelter in the streets.

Figure 26: Policemen evacuating a makeshift migrant camp in the Parisian suburb, 2018.

Figure 27: Migrant camp in the street of Paris, 2019.

Figure 28: Detail of a side wall model piece, 1/8” scale.
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The last element that appears on set is the prison setting. I first thought about designing a
traditional jail but then realized, after doing a lot of research on human flows and refugee
journeys, that the real prison for these migrants is the physical exclusion from a territory, the
impossibility to cross a border, the intolerable waiting on one side of a fence, not knowing if they
will ever be allowed to cross or set a foot on the other side.
The prison ended up looking almost like a check point, with Esmeralda and her people trapped
between two fences, not knowing if they will end up crossing it and reaching the Cathedral, be
drifted away back to where they came from, or face death for a crime they did not commit.

Figure 29: Refugees stuck in a camp in Germany (top left), and at the Greek border (top right and above)
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D. Storyboard and set evolution

Figure 30: Early digital sketch

Figure 31: Mock up of the Cathedral 1/4” scale
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The following images are digital sketches from the original storyboard. I was focussing on
creating different spaces with lighting and scenery as well as with the arches of the venue.

Figure 32: “The Hidden Ones”: the Castaways emerging from the scaffoldings.

Figure 33: “The Doors of Paris”: the side walls are closing in front of the Cathedral.
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Figure 34: “Castaway” the grids of the prison slide in, closing access to Notre-Dame

Figure 35: “Live for the one I love”: Esmeralda praying in front of the Rose window.
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E. Model making and lit photos

Figure 36: Park Avenue Armory 1/8” scale model. I used a laser cutter to build the arches.

Figure 37: Tests for the scaffoldings. 1/8” scale
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Figure 38: Detail of the 3D printed rose Window. 1/8” scale

Figure 39: Colored gels on the rose window above), the columns of the Cathedral (bottom left), and the audience
1/8” scale

Figure 40: The columns of the Cathedral
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Figure 41: Audience seats in the scaffoldings. 1/8” scale

Figure 42: The Val d’Amour units 1/8” scale
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Figure 43: Prison setting. 1/8” scale

Figure 44: The model with scenery and audience risers - set scaffoldings. 1/8” scale
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The following photos show the 1/8” scale model lit by lighting designer Sydney Becker.

Figure 45: View of the Drill Hall from the audience entrance.
The stairs lead to the raised area where the audience will take their seats on the scaffolding.
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Figure 46: : “The Age of Cathedrals” - opening song
We see the contrast between the sacred space of the Cathedral and informal space of the
Castaways.

Figure 47: : “The Hidden Ones”
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Figure 48: : “The Feast of Fools”
Two Act I ensemble scenes happening in the streets of Paris, with the Castaways coming from
the scaffoldings where the audience is sitting, in a festive underground atmosphere.

Figure 49: : “At Val d’Amour”
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Figure 50 : “Pagan Ave Marie”
Two different uses of the Cathedral as a shelter: Esmeralda praying for all humans to be united
(above), and Quasimodo singing under the rose window.

Figure 51: “The Bells”
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Figure 52: “The Trial”

The world progressively feels colder as the people get isolated in Act II.

In these two songs, we see how the Cathedral has shifted from a warm shelter to a prison: a
literal one for Esmeralda (above) and a symbolic one for Frollo (below).

Figure 53: “I’m a Priest”
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Figure 54: “Attack of Notre-Dame”
The hanging scenic units are coming in to create a sense of chaos and destruction as NotreDame is being attacked (above) and the Castaways are deported (below).

Figure 55: “By Royal Law”
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Figure 56: “Live for The One I Love”
End of Act II. Esmeralda’s last prayer to Notre-Dame before she faces death, alone, in a foreign
land.

Figure 57: “My Master, My Savior”
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F. Drafting and painting elevations
For the full package, please see Appendice B.

Figure 58: Ground-plan and section in the Park Avenue Armory
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Figure 59: Front elevations

Figure 60: Cathedrals columns
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Figure 61: Prison setting
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Figure 62: Wall Units

Paint elevations: Walls A & C

Figure 63: Wall Units A &. C- paint elevations
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Paint elevations: Walls B & D

Figure 64: Wall Units B & D - paint elevations
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Paint elevation: columns and rose window

Figure 65: Columns and Rose Window- paint elevations
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Paint elevation: Deck

Figure 66: Deck - paint elevation
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CHAPTER IV
CREATING THE COSTUMES
A. Vision for the production
Each character has a specific status in this world and a place in its hierarchy. Because of the scale
of Park Avenue Armory, it is important for each protagonist to be clearly identified. The contrast
between the two groups, the powerful figures and the Castaways, had to be visceral. Clopin and
her people are different from the City of Paris defenders, they come from a multitude of places,
have different beliefs and cultures, and that is the very reason why Frollo and the Army are
pushing them away, denying them the right of Asylum.
I chose to recreate a sense of hierarchy and belonging to a certain social group through the
choice of fabrics and silhouettes. On one hand we have the noble couple and the representatives
of power: Phoebus and Fleur de Lys, Frollo, the Army. On the other hand we have the
Castaways: Clopin and the Ensemble, Esmeralda and Gringoire. Although Quasimodo is
originally admitted among the first group, he is the only one seeing and understanding the true
nature of the Castaways and eventually decides to rally for them.
The costumes of the Army and figures of power should convey the idea of rigidity, using sharp
lines and darker tones to match the architecture of the Drill Hall and of the set. There is a
certain uniformity to their costumes, a strong sense of belonging and hierarchy within this group.
The Castaways (Ensemble) and figures of freedom (Esmeralda, Clopin and Gringoire) will show
more fluidity, flexibility, conveying the idea of a cosmos, showing a sense of anarchy and
multiplicity, rather than order and unity. They are the ones bringing joy and life in this musical
through all the big songs: The Feast of Fools, the Court of Miracles, At Val d’Amour, etc.
When we see them together in the giant space of the Armory, they should echo the colorful
sparks shining through the stained glass rose window: different, fractured, but beautiful and full
of life.

Figure 67: Fabric swatches for the
representatives of power (left) and
for the Ensemble (right)
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As part of my research process I also looked into historical medieval clothing, focusing on the
15th century in France in particular. Fashion history books, paintings and museum objects helped
me understand the construction of medieval fashion, patterns, colors and materials, in use at that
time. I incorporated some elements of the 15th century clothing into the costumes, mixing them
with a more contemporary style that would feel closer to the audience.

Figure 68: 15th century captain

Figure 69: 2017 -Fashion show
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Figure 70: Couture Dress

Figure 71: Marie De Bourgogne, portrait

B. Inspiration and references

Figure 72: A group of Syrian refugees travelling

Figure 73: Anti-riot policeman in Paris
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It was important for me to take the Ensemble from an anonymous mass to a group of individuals
with different cultures, beliefs, skin colors and languages, but sharing the same hopes.
I chose to integrate specific items of clothing from many different cultures and religions to the
costume designs - such as Syrian keffieh, Pakistani hijab, Sudanese jallabiya and Roma diklo, hoping to show the beauty of this diversity and the strength of this group united by the same fate.
“We are brothers forever, pain and joy we share together.” The Court of Miracles, Act I

Figure 74: Collage of refugees around the world in 2020
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C. Character boards and evolution
The following drawings are the preliminary costume sketches.

Figure 75: Esmeralda Act. I, Clopin, Gringoire and Esmeralda Act II

In these preliminary sketches I was focusing on creating a cohesive color palette for the cast and
drawing clear distinctions between the two groups.
Esmeralda, Clopin, Gringoire and the Ensemble all wear flowing colorful clothes.
The goal is to get a feeling of diversity and life when looking at them all together.
Frollo, Quasimodo, Phoebus and Fleur de Lys have much more rigid and expensive looks.
My goal was too create a sense of uniformity and hierarchy within this group. (see next page)
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Figure 76: Frollo, Quasimodo, Phoebus and Fleur de Lys preliminary sketches.
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Figure 77: Ensemble preliminary sketches.

Below:

Modifications, the Ensemble:
The second version of the costumes for the
Ensemble of castaways was focusing on allowing
dance movements, bringing the idea of wear and
tear to evoke their journey, but the lack of layers and
the skin exposure wasn’t transmitting the idea of a
marginalized group in a very precarious situation.
Because it was so important to me that this
production would focus on the identities and journey
of different refugees, I revised these designs based on
more realistic visuals, adding cultural distinctions
and a sense of vulnerability to the ensemble
costumes (see final renderings).

Figure 77: Ensemble
!49 sketches second version

Example of the evolution of a costume design: the case of Quasimodo

1) Initial design: The basic
idea for Quasimodo’s
design is that it should echo
Phoebus’ costume but in a
monstrous, deformed way.
This 1st design was too
medieval looking compared
to the rest of the
production.

3) In this 3rd version I
emphasized the asymmetry
of the costume and the
patchwork of fabrics, but
wasn’t satisfied with how
this look worked within the
world I created.
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2) Here we have a more
contemporary version of the
costume, but the leather, the
symmetrical lines and fitted
clothes give a Rock Star look.
I had to revise the look to
focus on the deformed nature
of this character.

4) Final rendering: here the
lines of the costume echo the
chaotic lines of the set.
Quasimodo is a living part of
the Cathedral so he needed to
visually belong to the
architecture of the set. The
texture of the fabric also
makes him visually closer to
the Castaways, the group in
which Quasimodo truly
recognizes himself.

Character boards:
The following pages show the key research and inspiration for each character costume design.
ESMERALDA: the young “gypsy” girl bringing hope and beauty into this world.

Figure 78: Esmeralda, character -costume mood board
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CLOPIN: The leader of the Castaways.

Figure 79: Clopin, character -costume mood board

In this production, Clopin is a woman. I wanted to give her a combatant look and play with the
idea of patchwork and fragmentation in the design: she has been travelling from place to place
for years, leading her people to claim their right of Asylum, always facing rejections until she
faces death in the streets of Paris.
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GRINGOIRE: The poet and narrator

Figure 80: Gringoire, character costume mood board

Gringoire has a double role in this musical: he is the narrator as well
as a protagonist of the story. I chose to give him a bohemian look to
draw a distinction between him and the other two groups: as a poet,
he doesn’t share the high status of the other citizens of Paris, but he
also doesn’t belong with the Castaways, although his sympathy goes to
them. The patterns on his costume echo the gothic architecture as an
homage to his clairvoyante nature.
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QUASIMODO: Bell-ringer of Notre-Dame

Figure 81: Quasimodo, character -costume mood board

Quasimodo’s costume was designed to make him belong to the Cathedral. He sings about how
Notre-Dame is a mother to him, and the gargoyles his only sisters. The colors of Quasimodo’s
costume match the Cathedral stones, as if he was a living part of Notre-Dame. I used a
patchwork of fabrics with different textures to emphasize his deformed silhouette and to echo the
physical and emotional scars he bears.
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FROLLO: Priest of Notre-Dame and leader of the Army

Figure 82: Frollo, character -costume mood board

Frollo’s social status and function needed to be perfectly clear as soon as he appears on stage. The
role he has to play as a priest of Notre-Dame and his desire for Esmeralda are the inner struggle
of this character. We also need to understand right away how much power he has in this world:
he can summon the Army, deny asylum to the Castaways, and get Esmeralda executed simply
because it is his will. The stiff tailored lines of his silhouette will convey this idea.
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PHOEBUS: Captain of the Army

Figure 83: Phoebus, character -costume mood board

I chose to give Phoebus a seductive look in this production, by using shiny leather and fitted
clothes. He is wealthy and a man of power too, so he will be wearing rich fabrics as well as some
military accessories.
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FLEUR-DE-LYS: Noble young lady, Phoebus fiancée

Figure 84: Fleur-De-Lys, character -costume mood

Fleur de Lys is a young maiden, narrow-minded and
privileged. She incarnates a corrupt romanticism.
Although she wears a fluid bright dress, the heavy jewelry and geometrical patterns on her
costume emphasize her social status and tie her to the rest of the Parisian elite.
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ENSEMBLE: Army

Figure 85: Army, character -costume mood board

The Army should draw a clear contrast with the Castaways: uniformity, fitted tailored costumes,
and expansive looking materials. The soldiers share a common visual vocabulary with Phoebus
and Frollo, as they all belong to the same system.
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ENSEMBLE: The Castaways

Figure 86: Castaways, character -costume mood board

The Castaways wear loose and flowing clothes, with a broad variety of colors, patterns, and
materials. The designs give the impression that they are wearing many layers of distressed
clothes, as refugees traveling on the roads and leaving on the streets.
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D. Final renderings and swatches
Principals costume design
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Ensemble Castaways costume design
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Esmeralda
Act I

ESMERALDA
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Esme
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Esmeralda
Act II
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C lopin

Clopin
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Swatches

!66

Gringoire

grinf

!67

Swatches

!68

Quasi

Quasimodo

!69

Swarches

!70

Frollo

Frollo

!71

!72

P hoebus

PHOEBUS

!73

Fabric Swatches
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FLEUR DE LYS

F leur de L ys
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A
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Ensemble
Army

ARMY

!77

Swatches
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4nseble

Ensemble
C astaways
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Esne

Ensemble
C astaways
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EnsEns

Ensemble
C astaways
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Ens

Ensemble
C astaways
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Ensemble
C astaways

Ens
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Ensemble
C astaways
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Swatches Castways

The Ensemble costumes will be mostly purchased items that will then be distressed.
This collage gives a sense of the color palette, textures and patterns we will be looking for.
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E. Costume plot

Figure 87: Costume plot - part 1

Figure 88: Costume plot - part 2
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CHAPTER V
LOOKING BACK… AND FORWARD

As an artist I have always wondered how to be useful to society, what my role in this world could
be. It is pleasant and at times even fulfilling to create something beautiful and to be a part of the
entertainment industry, but in a world where we have so many battles to fight, I have often felt
that I was not doing my part.
This Thesis helped me realize that I could have an impact as a Theater maker:
By doing thorough research and educating myself about contemporary social issues, I could arm
my work to sensitize others.
By amplifying the voices of the unheard and making strong statements resonate through
dramatic visuals, I could impact my audience.
By including the public, making each individual part of the action and inviting them to reflect on
the questions raised by the piece, they might become aware of issues they had have chosen to
ignore or didn’t have conscience of beforehand.
I am looking forward to further growing as a theater designer with an open and curious mind,
with the hope that my work will contribute to meaningful awareness, calling out injustice and
ugliness in this world but also showing its beauty.
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43

Attack of
Notre Dame

Clopin, Frollo,
Phoebus,
Esmeralda,
Gringoire
&
Ensemble

Castaways asking for
asylum, the rest want
to eradicate them Clopin dies during
the attack

In front of the
Cathedral.
Castaways
marching
toward
Cathedral

44

By royal Law

Phebus +
Ensemble

Phoebus condemns
Esm to die and
expulses the
Ensemble

Center stage,
army
surrounding
Castawys

Army taking
Castaways oﬀ the
stage through the
audience

Isolated, harsh, all the energy
and chaos and color and
vibrance stripped away as the
refugees are thrown out and
Esmerelda is condemned to her
death, no hope left.
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My master,
my savior

Quasimodo +
Frollo

Frollo admits he
led Esm to her
death Esmeralda is
hanged

Bridge in front
of Cathedral +
Centerstage

Esme on Turntable
(level 2) + giant rope
hanging from the
ceiling.
Quasi and Frollo on
Bridge. Quasi pushes
Frollo into the void
after Esme is hanged.

Space feels drained of energy,
of life, hopeless, a skeleton of
what the love and refugees and
Esmerelda brought to it.
Quasimodo’s rage at Frollo
brings harshness and brightness
to the space for his killing.
Building harsh brightness as
Frollo admits his crime and
Quasimodo is driven to murder
in his rage.

46

Give her to me

Quasimodo

Center stage
turntable

Quasi runs to get
Esme’s body center
stage.

47

Dance my
Esmeralda

Quasimodo +
Ensemble

Center stageturntable

Both on the turntable
slowly going down +
Ensemble singing
from the audience

Quasimodo morns
Esme

Flying structures
random position:
chaos. Castaways
on scaﬀoldings,
walls, facing Army.
Clopin rescue
Esme from SR
bridge but dies at
the “frontier”.
Clopin on rotating
unit, addressing
audience.

THANK YOU
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Chaotic lighting, dance lighting,
lots of shadows oﬀ of moving
bodies, purples of Clopin drain
away with his killing.
Enforcement and refugees threw
in opposition via lighting as
warring factions - does “Notre
Dame burning” come into play in
color, shifting of lights, texture

Space is dim, just shaft of light on
Quasimodo holding Esmerelda’s
body; sad, hopeless, lost.

Notre-Dame
burning ! (after
Clopin’s death)

Setting execution on
the turntable. Esme on
inner ring with army
around on outer ring.

Final moment with
stained glass sparkles
shining upon space?
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APPENDICE A:
Full scene breakdown
#

SONG

CHARACTERS

ACTION

LOCATION

1

Ouverture

-

-

-

2

The times of
cathedrals

Gringoire

The poet Gringoire
announces the end
of times.

3

The hidden
ones

Clopin +
Ensemble

The clandestine are
seeking refuge in the
city.

4

Frollo’s
intervention

Frollo + Phoebus

5

The
Bohemian
song

6

In front of the
Cathedral

SET

LIGHTING

NOTES/QUESTIONS

Audience in the
scaﬀoldings.

overture brings ﬁrst hints of
brightness and color

Light on Musicians?

Façade and rose
window revealed

Spot on Gringoire, he is
dwarfed by the space. Uplights
on scenery

The
scaﬀoldings
+ audience

Castaways come from
all around and enter
center space

Chaotic lighting through
scaﬀolding, sculpting bodies ;
dance lighting

Frollo orders
Phoebus to get rid
of the Castaways

In front of the
façade

Frollo’s territory is the
Cathedral. He’s the
master there

spots on Frollo and Phoebus,
focus on them; less sculptural

Phoebus +
Esmeralda +
Ensemble

Phoebus falls in love

Center space

Esme+Phoebus
center space +
Ensemble around the
streets

Spots for Phoebus and
Esmerelda warmth in golds and
pinks brought into the world by
Esmerelda

Esmeralda,
you see

Clopin +
Esmeralda

Clopin warns
Esmeralda about men

SL Sidewall
stairs

Intimate scene
mother/daughter

Pulled down on
Clopin+Esmerelda, spots; purple,
losing some of the warmth of
previous song but not all

7

So Look no
more for love

Pheobus +
Fleur-De-Lys

Fleur de Lys is
promised to
Phoebus

In front of the
cathedral

Romantic. They are
together but they feel
separate

Spots for the two lovers; bright,
maybe blues or green?

8

The feast of
fools

Gringoire +
Ensemble

The people are
elected the king of
fools

Center space,
castaways
coming from
scaﬀoldings

Quasi coming down
from the Cathedral
scaﬀoldings. Chaotic
and festive
atmosphere

Chaotic lighting of the refugees
like during les sans papiers;
reds? lighting shifts and reﬂects
the chaos of the dancers/bodies
in space

9

The kind of
fools

Quasimodo +
Ensemble +
Esmelrada

Quasimodo cries
his love for
Esmeralda

Center stage
turntable

Rose turntable
revealed (whole
platform level +1)

Spot for Quasimodo, isolated;
dim light silhouetting Esmerelda
in space as well as he sings to
her/about her

10

The Sorceress

Frollo +
Quasimodo

Frollo plots to kidnap
Esmeralda

Facade +
center space

Center stage, aligned
with the Cathedral
Façade

spot for Frollo and Quasimodo;
cold, sculpted/angular lighting,
none of the warmth of other
scenes

11

The Foundling

Frollo +
Quasimodo

Quasimodo
plages his loyalty
to Frollo

In front of the
Cathedral

Quasimodo //
gargoyle. He belongs
to the Cathedral!

Focus Quasimodo, still cool
colors but more saturate and less
sculpted/harsh, blues?

12

The Doors of
Paris

Gringoire

Gringoire announces
the curfew

Street of Paris

Moving units closing
to hide the cathedral.
Castaways going
back to side
scaﬀoldings.

Spot on Gringoire; again space
is sculpted, larger than life; more
blues? Night time feeling more
so than sad.

13

Kidnap Attempt

Phoebus +
Esmeralda

Phoebus escorts Es
outside of the city
and oﬀers to meet
her later.

Street of Paris

By the doors of the
city

Spots for Esmerelda and
Phoebus; space feels dark,
shadowy, night-like but also just
unwelcoming

14

The Court of
the Miracles

Clopin +
Esmeralda +
Esmeralda +
Gringoire

Thieves, whores,
outlaws all meeting.
Gringoire is to be
hung for trespassing
but saved by
Esmeralda.

The Court of
Miracles

Flying structure
falling down - sense
of chaos

Chaotic sculptured dance
lighting of previous refugee
songs, purples and golds, and
warmth and low angled side
lighting, shadows of the moving
bodies ﬁlling the space and
bringing it to life

15

The word of
Phoebus

Esmeralda +
Gringoire

Esm married
Gringoire and ask
him about Phoebus

The Court
of
Miracles

Intimate scene on the
SR wall unit, up the
stairs.

Pull down softly on Gringoire and
Esmerelda; intimate, some blues
some golds and warm colors?
Rose window?
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Night falls

16

Shining like the
sun

Esmeralda + Fleur
de Lys

Both women
sing their love
for Phoebus

Rose turntable

Esme + Fleur de Lys
opposite sides on the
rotating turntable

17

Torn apart

Phoebus

Phoebus is torn apart
between the two
women

Street of Paris

Phoebus looking
down from top of wall
unit

Bred

Parallel lighting for both women,
but they’re lit to stay physically
separate

18

Anarkia

Frollo + Gringoire

Gringoire shows Frollo
the
inscription “Fate”

Street of
Paris

The word ANARKIA is
written among the
other graﬃti on the
street walls.

Spot for Frollo and Gringoire;
cold, sculpted/angular lighting,
none of the warmth of other
scenes; Focus scraping said
surface/scenery to highlight the
word

19

Water, please!

Quasimodo +
Ensemble +
Frollo +
Esmeralda

Quasimodo has
been arrested is
being tortured

Center stage,
turntable

Turntable center
LEVEL +1 rotating //
torture of Quasimodo
(attached by ropes to
the side of the
rotating units)

Dark, focus tight on Quasimodo,
lights growing and dimming with
Quasimodo’s cries for water,
some dim reds to the space but
weak; when Esmerelda brings
him water awakens the space
with light and new warmth

20

Belle is the
only word

Phoebus +
Quasimodo +
Frollo +
Esmeralda

All sing their love for
Esmeralda

Center space
turntable

All on the turntable,
Esme in center and
men on the outer ring

Warm, golds and softer lighting;
spotlights for the men singing
but focus still on Esmerelda as
their focal point of their singing
and longing

SONG

CHARACTERS

ACTION

LOCATION

Quasimodo +
Esmeralda

Quasimodo oﬀers
shelter to
Esmeralda inside N-D

Going from
center space
to Façade

Moving units
opening slightly to
reveal the Cathedral

Bright, space feels expansive
and lit to emphasize height of
scenery and expand the energy
upwards; soft though, soft blues
and golds

21

Home in the sky

SET

LIGHTING

22

Pagan Ave
Maria

Esmeralda

Esmeralda praying
Marie to protect her
and her people

The facade of
the Cathedral

Flying structure
bridge in position
(only SR) Esme
walking up in front of
rose window

Pull down on Esmerelda, spot,
isolated soft moment of prayer;
golds, rose window?
Something cold and dim for
Frollo observing

23

Your love will
kill me

Frollo + Esme

Frollo is suﬀering from
his feelings

The facade of
the Cathedral

Frollo observing Esme
from the feet of the
Cathedral

Focus on Frollo, cold but with
hints of the warmth Esmerelda
brings; Frollo is tormented by
his love for her

24

The shadow

Phoebus + Frollo

Frollo following
Phoebus and
threatens him.

25

At Val D’amour

Gringoire +
Ensemble +
Phoebus

Phoebus arrives at
Val d’amour to meet
Esmeralda

26

The Voluptary

Phoebus +
Esmeralda

Phoebus meets
Esmeralda, ready
to be together

27

Destiny

Gringoire +
Ensemble

Center space

Phoebus upstage

Spots for both men, night time
vibes, shadows and some feeling
of foreboding

Val d’amour units
coming in (led tape//
red district)

Bright colors, almost
neon/nightclub vibes. Dance
lighting, chaotic energy

The Val
D’amour

Bed on Val d’Amour
unit

Isolated, intimate, golds and
pinks; soft lighting, romantic,
hopeful

Phoebus is stabbed to
death

The Val
D’amour

Frollo climbing stairs
to stab Phoebus

Space is bright, expanded,
almost overwhelming;
heightened, Phoebus and
Esmerelda dwarfed by the space

Center space

Show scaﬀoldings
all-around set:
construction, change!

The world is shifting; still some
of the heightened feeling of
Destiny, spots for Frollo and
Gringoire, soft and shifting

The facade
and up

Dancers on ropes
hanging from arches
Quasi from SR
structure “bridge”

Starts out mellow and
melancholy, but as the music
picks up so does the energy of
the space; colors, shifting,
space expands, warmth,

The Val
D’amour

Facade Rose
window casted on
the turntable

NOTES/QUESTIONS
ﬂying structures
slowly moving to
vertical position

we see Frollos shadow,
huge, casted on set

ACT II
28

Florence

Frollo + Gringoire

They’re singing about
the world changing
and being divided

29

The Bells

Frollo + Gringoire
+ Quasimodo +
Ensemble

Quasimodo cries he
will never be loved
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Sidewalls closer
together than Act I:
world shutting down

energy
30

Where is she?

Frollo + Gringoire
+ Clopin

all looking for
Esmeralda

Center space

31

The birds
they put in
cages

Esmeralda +
Quasimodo

Esme calls for Q to
save her

Prison

The prison setting
Esmeralda and
others behind bars
+ Quasi on Bridge
structure (Cathedral)

32

Castaway

Clopin +
Ensemble

Calling for justice and
freedom !!

Prison +
audience

Castaways in prison
and around audience

33

The trial

Frollo +
Esmeralda

Frollo condemns
Esmeralda to
torture - then to
be hanged

Prison cell

Frollo and Army men
by the cell to torture
Esmeralda.
Surrounding the cell +
top of walls around.

Cold, shadowy, unpleasant
lighting; Esmerelda’s warmth
weak but ﬂutters/pushes back
against the cold harsh world of
the church and Frollo

34

Phoebus, if
you can hear
me

Esmeralda

Esm is innocent
and sings it to
Phobus

In the Prison
cell

Esme in her cell

Tight on Esmerelda; warm, soft,
but weakening; feelings of
loneliness and trying to hope
against hope

35

I’m a priest

Frollo

Frollo tortured by his
desire

Center Stage

Frollo turning his
back to the
Cathedral. On
rotating unit.

Isolated, cold in comparison to
Esmerelda’s warmth but softer
than usual Frollo lighting; he is
struggling and weakened by his
love/obsession for Esmerelda

36

My heart if
you will
swear

Fleur-De-Lys

FDL is ready to
forgive Phoebus
if Esmeralda
gets hanged

Downstage

Esme + prisoners in
the dark, Fleur de Lys
empowerment.

Tight on Fleur; greens or pinks
of previous Fleur but colder,
harder somehow, no longer the
naive hopeful girl of Act 1 but
stronger, harder

37

To get back
to you

Phoebus

Phoebus tells he
was bewitched
and denies his
love for Esm.

Downstage

Esme+ prisoners in
the dark. Phooebus
just ignoring them.

38

Frollo’s visit

Frollo +
Esmeralda

Frollo tells Esm he
loves her and
oﬀers her freedom
in exchange

Prison setting

Frollo in front of the
cell.

39

Free Today

Quasimodo +
Clopin +
Esmeralda +
Gringoire +
Ensemble

Quasimodo frees
all prisoners they cry for Asile

Center stage
+ scaﬀoldings
+ Cathedral

Prison taken down,
castaways run away
to scaﬀoldings and the
Cathedral. Gringoire
Center stage (rotating
unit)

40

Moon

Gringoire

Sings about
Quasimodo’s love for
Esmeralda

Center stage

Gringoire on the
rotatinig turntable
(Floor level)

#

SONG

CHARACTERS

ACTION

LOCATION

41

God, you
made the
world all
wrong

Quasimodo

Quasimodo loosing
faith

By the walls
frontier

42

Live for the
one I Love

Esmeralda

Esmeralda. Wants to
live and love

Inside the
Cathedral

Break

Ensemble searching
through scaﬀoldings

SET
On ruins of the prison,
turning his back from
the Cathedral

On bridge setting,
in front of the rose
window, two
parts slowly
reaching
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Spots for the men, focus on
them; not too much color,
shadow, “scene lighting”

Prison setting sliding
in

Both are isolated, separate but
reaching out to each other;
warmth and reds, spaces similar
but separate
Chaotic lighting of the refugees,
some warmth but also bright
and cold and energized; dance
lighting

Rose window shining
in cold light while
Frollo is turning his
back from it?

Blues, greens? Focus on
Phoebus, softness and
brightness but not completely
forgetting Phoebus’s past
duplicity
Cold, harsh, pulled in on cell;
Esmerelda’s warmth is weaker
than ever, but she still refuses
Frollo and faces her death
proudly.
Chaotic, energized lighting of the
refugees, purples for Clopin,
resistance, power, energy,
heightened ﬁlling of the space
with light, characters are
empowered
Isolated on Gringoire, blues,
sense of night, soft, stars
sparkling/twinkling somehow?
Lonely

LIGHTING
Isolated on Quasimodo;
he is bereft and
distraught at the
injustice of the world
and God; not colorful
Isolated but hopeful, like a
ﬂuttering bird’s wings; warmth,
softness, radiating out from
Esmerelda

Moon

NOTE

APPENDICE B:
Full drafting package
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Section

!94

Relationship to the PAA architecture
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Front Elevation
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Elevations
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Deck
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Platform
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Façade columns
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Façade Rose Window
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Wall units
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Val d’Amour units
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Prison setting
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Scaffolding Units
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Crane flying units
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Audience risers
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Masking
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APPENDICE C
Scene by scene plot and English Libretto

NOTRE DAME DE PARIS

composed by Riccardo Cocciante
Lyrics by Luc Plamondon

CAST
Esmeralda: Young Gypsy girl
Frollo: Priest of Notre-Dame
Quasimodo: Bells ringer of Notre-Dame
Phoebus: Captain of the Royal Archers
Clopin: Leader of the refugees and homeless
Gringoire: Poet
Fleur De Lys: Noble young lady, Phoebus fiancée
Ensemble: Refugees, Police and prostitutes

Link to the full musical in french ( 1998 original production)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsdfWFbmu2Q&t=2910s
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PLOT 1/4
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PLOT 2/4
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PLOT 3/4

!112

PLOT 4/4
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1) Le Temps des cathédrales - Age of the Cathedrals
CHARACTERS: Gringoire, the poet
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EocLKUzsaoc
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=tX0A4p1XD1U&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=1
This is a tale that takes its place. In Paris fair, this year of grace.
Fourteen hundred eighty two. A tale of lust and love so true.
We are the artists of the time, we dream in sculpture dream in rhyme.
For you we bring our world alive, so something will survive.
From nowhere came the age of the cathedrals.
The old world began.
A new unknown thousand years.
For man just has to climb up where the stars are.
And live beyond life.
Live in glass and live in stone.
Stone after stone, day after day. From year to year man had his way.
Men had built with faith and love. These cathedrals rose above.
We troubadours and poets sing. That love is all and everything.
We promise you, all human kind. Tomorrow will be fine.
From nowhere came the age of the cathedrals.
The old world began.
A new unknown thousand years.
For man just has to climb up where the stars are.
And live beyond life.
Live in glass and live in stone.
(Repeat)
But it is doomed the age of the cathedrals.
Barbarians wait.
At the gates of Paris fair.
Oh let them in, these pagans and these vandals.
A wise man once said.
In two thousand, this world ends.
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2) Les Sans-papiers - The Refugees
CHARACTERS: Clopin and Ensemble (The Refugees)
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFFdNrY3WrM
LINK TO THE SONG in English:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=iE8ofCToscA&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=2
We are the strangers here, the refugees the women and men.
Without a home, Oh Notre dame we come and ask of you.
Asylum. Asylum.
We are the strangers here, the refugees the women and men.
Without a home, Oh Notre dame we come and ask of you.
Asylum. Asylum.
At Paris gates we stand, ten thousand in our band.
And one day soon we'll be, a million in this land.
We wonder what you'll do, the day we ask of you.
Asylum. Asylum.
We are the strangers here, the refugees the women and men.
Without a home, Oh Notre dame we come and ask of you.
Asylum. Asylum.
We are the down-and-outs, here at the city gates.
And all of Paris waits, to see what we're about.
The world will change someday; We'll make it work someway.
The day we come to stay, with you.
We are the strangers here, the refugees the women and men.
Without a home.
We are the strangers here, the refugees the women and men.
Without a home.
The refugees.
Without a home.
We are the strangers here, the refugees the women and men.
Without a home.
We are the strangers here, the refugees.
We are the strangers here, the refugees the women and men.
Without a home.
We are the strangers here, the refugees the women and men.
Without a home, Oh Notre dame we come and ask of you.
Asylum. Asylum.
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3) Intervention de Frollo - Frollo’s intervension
CHARACTERS: Frollo and Phoebus
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qK9HqAhpOmU
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RvfAM9YQN0w&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=3

Frollo:
Monsieur Phoebus de Chateaupers, captain of the archers of the crown.
I order you to arrest, these strangers disturbing the town.
Disperse now at any cost this rabble of the lost.
Who comes to disturb the peace, All Paris demands they cease.
Phoebus:
At your order's monsignor Frollo. In god's name my men will strike a blow.
We'll clear this riff raff from your sight, these beggar thieves that live by night.
Phoebus (seeing Esmeralda)
Beautiful girl why are you here, is it from heaven you appear?
Paradise must be your home, you're like no one I've ever known.
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4) Bohémienne - The bohemian song
CHARACTERS: Phoebus and Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whdkBJFjtnU
LINK TO THE SONG In English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GqjM4uypLf0&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=4
Bohemienne.
No one knows where my story begins.
Bohemienne.
I was born on a road that bends.
Bohemienne, bohemienne.
Come tomorrow, I'll wander again.
Bohemienne, bohemienne.
Here's my fate in the lines of my hand.
When I was a child in Provence, Bare foot in the hills I danced once.
But the gypsy road is so long, the roads so long.
Everyday I see a new chance, maybe some road will lead from France.
I will follow till I come home, Till I come home.
Andalusia's streams, run through my blood, run through my daydreams.
Andalusia's sky, when it calls me, I feel my heart fly.
Bohemienne.
No one knows where my story begins.
Bohemienne.
I was born on a road that bends.
Bohemienne, bohemienne.
Come tomorrow I'll wander again.
Bohemienne, bohemienne.
Here's my fate in the lines of my hand.
Here's my fate in the lines of my hands.
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5) Esmeralda tu sais - Esmeralda, you see
CHARACTERS: Clopin and Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lj1fmjR1JxI
LINK TO THE SONG In English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sIhdQiP6CC0&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=5
Clopin:
Esmerada you see, you're no longer a child.
And this world is so wild, that you must hear me a little while.
You were not yet eight years, your mother died so young.
Still hearing as she died, Andalusia's song.
She left you here with me, and I watched over you.
Did all that I could do, to help you make it through.
Esmeralda you see, some men can hurt you so.
Do you understand me, and the things I speak of?
You are a child no more.
You've reached the age of love!
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6) Ces diamants là - So look no more for love
CHARACTERS: Phoebus and Fleur de Lys
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sJStLTMjR3U
LINK TO THE SONG In English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9xsO7KKVZIk&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=6
Fleur-de-Lys:
My tender years I bring here to you, like diamonds on a string all for you.
Just promise anything, anything I'll believe it's true
Phoebus:
Your heart says it is time for us two, your eyes look into mine and I'm through.
Not all the stars that shine will outdo the diamonds they're in you.
Fleur-de-Lys:
The man I've come to love, this handsome cavalier.
Won't know how I can love, until I hold him near.
Phoebus:
You say that I don't know, but when you look at me.
Your eyes have such a glow; I know how it will be.
Fleur-de-Lys:
So look no more for love.
Phoebus:
Love is you.
Fleur-de-Lys:
The sun will shine above on our love the day I marry you.
Phoebus:
I'll find you in the night, when all the moonlight streams.
Will cover you in light, and I will touch my dreams.
Fleur-de-Lys:
And all the words you'll say, will fill my heart with fire.
As night turns into day, I'll do all you desire.
Phoebus & Fleur-de-Lys:
So look no more for love, love is you.
Loves all I am made of, Oh so true.
The sun will shine above on our love the day I marry you.
The day I marry you.
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7) La fête des fous- The feast of Fools
CHARACTERS: Gringoire and Ensemble, Quasimodo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Brud9-WCe8U
LINK TO THE SONG In English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=0oLVCbMoveQ&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=7
The feast of fools, the feast of fools.
I'll show you how to run, this noble feast of fool.
I know we'll have some fun, I'll show you all the rules.
The feast of fools, the feast of fools.
Pick out the ugliest, amongst the faces here.
The worst face is the best, the face that children fear.
Of all the ones who try, the one who make us sick.
From lips to nose to eye that's who we'll have to pick.
The king of fools, the king of fools.
That's who we'll have to pick, that's who we'll have to pick
The king of fools
Those eyes that nose so thick, that tongue that hangs and licks.
The face that makes us sick, that's who we'll have to pick.
The king of fools, the king of fools.
That's who we'll have to pick, that's who we'll have to pick.
The king of fools.
The ringer of the bells, that hump upon his back.
That face right out of hell, Quasimodo we like.
It's Esmeralda's name that makes his poor heart tick.
He's twisted deaf and lame that's who we'll have to pick
The king of fools, the king of fools.
That's who we'll have to pick, that's who we'll have to pick.
Quasimodo!
That's who we'll have to pick, that's who we'll have to pick.
The king of fools
That's who we'll have to pick, that's who we'll have to pick.
Quasimodo! The king of fools!
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8) Le pape des fous- The King of Fools
CHARACTERS:Quasimodo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=md3imvLhMjg
LINK TO THE SONG In English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wz65QO3etzA&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=8
Little girls, don't come laughing in my tracks.
On this day you can't attack, Quasimodo the hunchback.
The people choose, the king of fools.
We celebrate today, the festival of kings.
And for today they say I can have anything.
Will you love me, Esmeralda?
Will you love me?
But I won't do, Esmeralda.
I'm not for you, you look right through.
The king of fools.
The king of fools.
The king of fools.

9) La sorcière - The sorceress
CHARACTERS: Frollo and Quasimodo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orHMCYRV8Qk
Frollo:
Be aware she is not one of us.
She's a bohemienne and sorceress.
She's unclean she's a creature of lust.
And she wanders obscene with a dark hair like fur.
It is a mortal sin if you watch her.
That's why we must cage her up.
Where her evil won't disrupt.
All the pure souls that come here to worship at Notre dame.
Tonight, we'll wait for her as she goes by, and we'll take her away.
We will lock her up in a tower high, and we'll teach her to pray.
Our Jesus Christ will lead her on, and mother mary holy one.
Quasimodo:
You know, anything you will ask I'll do, I'll do it all for you.
What do you want me to do, Don't you know what you want me to do.
I'll do it all for you, I'll do it all for you!
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10) L’enfant trouvé - The Foundling
CHARACTERS: Quasimodo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=evams48SoiY
LINK TO THE SONG in English:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrBCOKUmVE&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=10

You who gathered me in, kept me close as your kin.
You who heard me cry, abandoned to die.
By those who will not stay, having brought today; A monster.
You who watched while I grew, my suffering you knew.
You who always stood guard, when the world was so hard.
And the greatest of things, you let me be him who rings; The bells.
But you who taught me so much, to speak and read and write.
I never can catch sight, of your thoughts in the light.
A dog obeys his master's call, whatever you say I will do it all.
A dog obeys his master's call, whatever you say, I will do it all.

11) Les portes de paris - The Doors of Paris
CHARACTERS: Gringoire
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTMRkW_K8qM
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=G6Rh-2CQDfU&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=11
The doors of Paris close, and in the streets the darkness grows.
The night takes of her clothes, and laughs and cries and wakes all our desires.
At night, the dark dreams ride on Paris heights, till dreams are satisfied.
Till we have found all we require.
On the bridge of dreams, A girl I saw, an angel seemed.
The angel smiled, and then she disappeared, as I grew near.
Through Paris streets I ran, the angel flew right through my hands.
I thought of Paris night, I laughed and cried 'night, opened up my eyes'.
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12) Tentative d'enlèvement - Kidnap Attempt
CHARACTERS: Phoebus and Esmeralda, Frollo hiding
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BnqillypngM
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nAAgJhRzqyk&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=12
Phoebus:
Arrest that man, it's the hunchback of Notre dame.
Hold onto him, show that monster his time has come.
I am the captain here; I must keep all the streets secure.
For all the citizens, and for the pretty girls like you.
Please allow me to take you home, outside the city gates.
The hour is getting late, for a gypsy girl to wait.
Esmeralda:
Please understand, before you take me by the hand.
Esmeralda, does not go with just any man.
Phoebus:
Let me call on you, tomorrow when nights at the door.
We'll make a rendezvous, at the cabaret Val d'amour.
Esmeralda:
At the cabaret Val d'amour.
Gringoire:
At the cabaret Val d'amour.
Frollo:
At the cabaret Val d'amour
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13) La Cour des Miracles - The Court of Miracles
CHARACTERS: Clopin, Ensemble, Esmeralda, Gringoire
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grVmLlD_caA
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=VFOt1tOdBFc&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=13
Clopin:
We are brothers forever, pain and joy we share together.
For the outcasts of the earth, there's no heaven there's no hell.
There's no heaven or hell.
We are the ones no one sees; we are the ones who can eat, through the world as we
please.
The blood and the wine are always running red.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles).
By thieves and by whores you know the dance is led.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles).
The blind man will see and all the cripples dance.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles).
We're born to be hung and so we take a chance.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles).
(Court of the miracles, court of the miracles).
We are all of the same race here, the same invisible face here.
For the outcasts of the world, there's no country there's no god.
There's no country or god.
These rags we wear are our flags, It is the shade of my skin, and it's that of your skin.
The gypsies and tramps they sing the same old song.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles).
You know none of us, will be alive too long.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles).
The killers and thieves all share a loving curse.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles)
We make one mistake and then the game is up.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles).
(Court of the miracles, court of the miracles).
Poet Gringoire, now you must be hung, you've come where you don't belong.
To the most secret circle of the court of the miracles.
(To the most secret circle).
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Gringoire:
To the most secret circle of the court of the miracles.
Clopin:
Unless there's a girl, say's that she'll be your wife you've no life.
I will proclaim: All the poets in France, from a rope ought to dance.
(All the poets in France)
Gringoire:
All the poets in France from a rope ought to dance.
Clopin:
And you sweet Esmeralda, my belle Esmeralda.
Tell me, do you want to save this poor man from his grave?
If you don't wed Gringoires dead!
Esmeralda:
If I can save him, make him mine.
Gringoire:
See how love comes, just in time.
Esmeralda:
Although I've saved your head, I won't sleep in your bed!
Clopin:
The blood and the wine are always running red.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles).
By thieves and by whores you know the dance is led.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles)
The blind man will see and all the cripples dance.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles)
We're born to be hung and so we take our chance.
(At the court of the miracles, court of the miracles).
(Court of the miracles, court of the miracles).
The killers and thieves they sing the same old song.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles).
You know none of us will be alive too long.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles).
The killers and thieves will share a loving cup.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles)
We make one mistake and then the game is up.
(At the court of the miracles, the court of the miracles).
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14) Le mot Phoebus - The word Phoebus
CHARACTERS: Gringoire, Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7G8Qauso_Xc
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4gZ0arBQwTA&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=14
Esmeralda:
Now I hope you'll tell me please, who I'm honoured to be married to.
Gringoire:
Gringoire poet please be at ease. Prince of Paris streets don't you know.
Esmeralda:
Prince of Paris streets, is that so?
Gringoire:
I am not a ladies man, but if you want you can be my.
Inspiration, muse to the end.
Esmeralda:
You who can read and can write. I know you can show me the light.
What means this name Phoebus?
Gringoire:
Who on earth could dare to wear, a name so fine.
Who has such pride?
Esmeralda:
He's the one my heart's beating for.
Gringoire:
If I recall my Latin, the word Phoebus it means the sun.
Esmeralda:
Phoebus, it means the sun.
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15) Il est beau comme le soleil - Shining like the sun
CHARACTERS: Esmeralda, Fleur De Lys
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7G8Qauso_Xc
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=UXJYYypgBgo&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=15
Esmeralda:
He is shining like the sun, born of kings a royal one.
I feel love awaken me, deep down in me too strong for me.
In his hand I saw the line that told me this man is mine.
This man, is mine.
Fleur-de-Lys:
He is shining like the sun, but he's tough as anyone.
When I'm in his soldier's arms, I want to run, but he's too warm.
Close to him I feel so fine, my heart knows that he is mine.
This man, is mine.
Esmeralda & Fleur-de-Lys:
He is shining like the sun, he's my dream my only one.
He'll protect me all my life, I'll be so proud to be his wife.
He is shining like the sun, he's my dream my only one.
He is shining like the sun, shining like the sun.
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16) Déchiré - Torn apart
CHARACTERS: Phoebus
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gRcirf0Xno
LINK TO THE SONG in English:https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=D9sxy9Lgpug&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=16
Torn apart, I am a man divided.
Torn apart, I want two women's love.
Two women want my love; I don't know how to cut my heart in two.
Torn apart, I am a man in pieces.
Torn apart, I want two women's love.
Two women want my love, I'm just glad I have love enough for two.
One for the day, the other for the night.
One just for now, the other all my life.
One for always, until the end of time.
The other soon will find, my love won't stay.
Torn apart, I am a man in divided
Torn apart, I want two women's love.
Two women want my love, and they'll just have to love the man I am.
Torn apart, I am a man in pieces.
Torn apart, I want two women's love.
Two women want my love, is it my fault that I'm a normal man.
One's honey sweet, the other has a bite.
One's heaven sent, the other rules the night.
And to the one I swear my love is true.
And to the other one I break the rules.
Torn apart, I am a man divided.
Torn apart, I want two women's love.
Two women want my love; I don't know how to cut my heart in two.
Torn apart, I am a man divided.
Torn apart, I want two women's love.
Two women want my love; I don't know how to cut my heart in two.
Torn apart.
Torn apart.
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17) Anarkia - Anarchy
CHARACTERS: Gringoire and Frollo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0nmLo1TnDs
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XYdoxU_Hjas&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=17
Frollo:
Who is that girl who dares to dance her evil dance before Notre dame?
Gringoire:
That girl is my wife; she was given to me by the king of a tribe.
Frollo:
Did you touch the girl, you creature of sin?
Gringoire:
She never let me near.
Frollo:
Don't touch her you hear.
Gringoire:
Father do you recall, this word carved on the wall.
Gringoire:
Do you know what this word means, this word anarchy?
Frollo:
Why do you bother me, the Greek anarchy means destiny.
Gringoire:
Is that Quasimodo, those men have led away?
Frollo:
My poor hunchback has fallen low, lets hear what these men say.
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18) A boire ! - Water, please!
CHARACTERS: Quasimodo, Frollo, Ensemble
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UB7-JTAUyvc
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=yLh8SecBE7k&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=18
Ensemble:
Hunchback cripple, you are to blame.
Ringer of bells you bear the shame.
Frollo:
Pray for his soul this child of sin.
God in your mercy, take him in.
Quasimodo:
Someone take pity on Quasimodo, the weight of the world brings him low.
Does no one listen there, is there any water here, oh I need it so
I pray you, I pray.
Water please I pray.
Quasimodo:
Belle, belle.
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19) Belle - Belle is the only world
CHARACTERS: Quasimodo, Frollo, Phoebus, Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lefbtf5jjbg
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xCfeb_34yqI&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=19
Quasimodo:
Belle, is the only word I know that suits her well.
When she dances oh the stories she can tell.
A free bird trying out her wings to fly away.
And when I see her move I see hell to pay.
She dances naked in my soul and sleep won't come.
And it's no use to pray these prayers to Notre dame.
Tell, who'd be the first to raise his hand and throw a stone.
I'd hang him high and laugh to see him die alone.
Oh Lucifer please let me go beyond god's law.
And run my fingers through her hair, Esmeralda.
Frollo:
Belle, there's a demon inside her who came from hell.
And he turned my eyes from god and oh, I fell.
She put this heat inside me I'm ashamed to tell.
Without my god inside I'm just a burning shell.
The sin of eve she has in her I know so well.
For want of her I know I'd give my soul to sell.
Belle, this gypsy girl is there a soul beneath her skin.
And does she bear the cross of all our human sin.
Oh Notre dame please let me go beyond gods law.
Open the door of love inside, Esmeralda.
Phoebus:
Belle, Even though her eyes seem to lead us to hell.
She may be more pure, more pure than words can tell.
But when she dances feelings come no man can quell.
Beneath her rainbow coloured dress there burns the well.
My promised one, please let me one time be untrue.
Before in front of god and man I marry you.
Who would be the man who'd turn from her to save his soul.
To be with her I'd let the devil take me whole.
Oh Fleur-de-lys I am a man who knows no law.
I go to open up the rose, Esmeralda
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Quasimodo, Frollo & Phoebus:
She dances naked in my soul and sleep won't come.
And it's no use to pray these prayers to Notre dame.
Tell, who'd be the first to raise his hand and throw a stone.
I'd hang him high and laugh to see him die alone.
Oh Lucifer please let me go beyond god's law.
And run my fingers through her hair, Esmeralda.
Esmeralda.
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20) Ma maison c’est ta maison - Home in the sky
CHARACTERS: Quasimodo, Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xKKHp_DDOA
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Jg7jVLU7U0Q&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=20

Quasimodo:
These gargoyles my friends, watch over you.
They will keep you safe, from all the harm men do.
If you need a place you can come to.
Ask asylum of us, we'll take care of you.
Here in my home so high, the weather's always nice.
Where summers pass us by, we're safe from winter's ice.
Notre dame de Paris, it's my home in the sky.
Where I think about why, we must live and must die.
Esmeralda:
These gargoyles your friends, now they are my friends too.
It's they who make me laugh, the days I can't get through.
Sometimes they make me happy, they look just like you.
Though your face frightens me no matter what I do.
Quasimodo:
Notre dame de Paris, it is all part of me.
It's my world where I'm free, where I'm happy to be.
When you need a place you can come to.
Ask asylum of us, we'll take care of you.
Quasimodo & Esmeralda:
Here in my home so high, the weather's always nice.
Where summers pass us by, we're safe from winter's ice.
If you're wondering still, summer winter you'll come.
(Esmeralda: I'll come)
And my home if you will.
(Esmeralda: And your home if I will).
You can call it your home.
Esmeralda:
I can call it my home.
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21) Ave Maria paìen - Pagan Ave Maria
CHARACTERS: Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBlPzj1InrM
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=eEgw2Aq666A&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=21
Esmeralda:
Ave maria, please pardon me.
If in your house I come stealing.
Ave maria, no one ever taught me about kneeling.
Ave maria, please will you keep me.
From this misery madness and fools.
Who rule this evil world.
Ave maria, I'm a stranger and you're my last recourse.
Ave maria, please can't you hear me.
Please take down all these walls between us.
We all should be as one.
Ave maria, please watch over my life night and day.
Ave maria, Oh please protect me.
Please guard me and my love now I pray.
Ave maria.
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22) Tu vas me détruire - Your love will kill me
CHARACTERS: Frollo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOr_MOq7-ps
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ao_JmjSNpkc&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=23
I feel a wave of passion, move through my heart with such pain.
I have no time for reason, so I just let passion reign.
I let go so easily, on a night as warm as sin.
Midnight swimmer, midnight sea I will not come back again.
Your love will kill me; your love will kill me.
And you will bear my curse as long as my life will be
Your love will kill me.
Your love will kill me.
Your love will kill me.
My sin and my obsession, crazy desire you bring.
I know there's no salvation, I see our bodies burning.
Your gypsy dreams all haunt me, I live to see your dances.
Please raise your eyes and want me, please give me all the chances.
Your love will kill me; your love will kill me.
And I saw it would be when I looked at you when you looked at me.
Your love will kill me.
Your love will kill me.
Your love will kill me.
You brought the springtime to fill, my heart in it's winter chill.
I lost my strength and my will, and now my tears start to spill.
I never knew such desire, just looking into your eyes.
And now the soul in me cries, and now the night is on fire.
Your love will kill me; your love will kill me.
And you will bear my curse as long as my life will be
Your love will kill me; your love will kill me.
And I saw it would be when I looked at you when you looked at me.
Your love will kill me.
Your love will kill me.
Your love will kill me.
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23) L’ombre - The shadow
CHARACTERS: Frollo and Phoebus
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=APm8NetdHWM
Phoebus:
Who follows me?
Is it my shadow drained of light is it a phantom of the night.
My shadow grows.
His druid's hat obscures his face, a long black cape around him falls.
Say who you are, show who you are.
Come here to me, so I can see!
Frollo:
Your conscience follows you, listen to me.
For else I will see you hanged before you're through.
Soldier come near!
Just go from here there's more to fear than to your eyes it may appear.
Phoebus:
I am a soldier sir, I serve the king.
But here that does not mean, anything.
And are you not a man of god?
By god!
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24) Le Val d’Amour - At Val d’Amour
CHARACTERS: Gringoire, Phoebus, Ensemble
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hfsSMBxDUIs
LINK TO THE SONG in English:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7WbqGvtlQHA&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=24
Gringoire:
Upon the streets of St Denis
There is a place for you and me.
And when it gets to dark to see,
Look for the lights, knock on the door.
If you have loving on your mind,
This is the place you have to find.
You will be back time after time,
Back to the house called Val d'amour.
At Val d'amour they close the door,
They give you what you're looking for.
No pretty words no diamond rings,
But you can buy most anything.
Just pay the price and love is yours,
Behind the doors of Val d'amour.
From every corner of the world,
They come to take their choice of girls.
The captain's and the sailor boys,
They come to find their little joys.
No matter what the tongue they speak,
Their money talks week after week.
Ladies of love my heart is sore,
I am Gringoire the troubadour.
I'm sick with love you have the cure
Behind the doors at Val d'amour.
Guitars implore come one come all,
Come take your tour of Val d'amour.
At Val d'amour they play a part,
Give them your money not your heart.
Beneath the sheets your love will flower,
It'll last the night or last an hour.
Phoebus:
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When sick with love I know the cure,
I take a trip to Val d'amour.
It takes all night, but be assured
They get it right at Val d'amour.
Mesdemoiselles excusez-moi,
I'll wait for my Esmeralda.
She read her fate here in my hand,
Tonight she'll make me understand.
Grengoire:
Just north of Paris on the square,
Off Popincourt you'll find us there.
The lowlifes come from everywhere,
Oh nothings pure at Val d'amour.
And gentlemen in courtly dress,
They fall in drunk and make a mess.
At Val d'amour we close the door,
And give you what you're looking for.
No pretty words no diamond rings,
But you can buy most anything.
Just pay the price and love is yours,
Behind the doors of Val d'amour.
Behind the doors of Val d'amour.
Behind the doors of Val d'amour.
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25) La Volupté - Voluptuary
26) Fatalité - Destiny
CHARACTERS: Phoebus, Esmeralda / Frollo, Clopin, Fleur De Lys
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwVSYaADHVI
LINK TO THE SONG in English:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=iBYPMQwiWAU&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=25
Phoebus:
Light of delight, when everything's alright.
The first man to hold you tight, and show love in all its might.
May no hands other than mine, ever touch your love so fine.
Dark angel of the street, hold on to me I'll show you night is sweet.
Hold on to me; let me feel how your wild wings beat.
Esmeralda:
We, though we're not the same, burn in a single flame.
I want your love; I will risk all my life for you.
Take me; take me if it is my destiny.
Phoebus:
Come see, come see if it's your destiny.
Esmeralda:
Phoebus.
Phoebus:
Esmeralda!
Gringoire, Fleur-de-Lys, Frollo, Quasimodo, & Clopin:
Oh destiny, you are the master of man.
Oh destiny, you write our lives in the sand.
Oh destiny, though we do all that we can.
Oh destiny, you say if we fall or stand.
Oh destiny, you hold our lives in your hand.

INTERMISSION
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27) Florence - Talk to me of Florence
CHARACTERS: Frollo, Gringoire
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJdfMS64cUQ
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=buAzLP5WkcY&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=26
Frollo:
Talk to me of Florence, and of the renaissance.
And of Bramante tell and of great Dante's hell.
Gringoire:
In Florence they have found, that the world is really round.
And there's a new unknown, continent to be found
They tell me ships have sailed, upon the open sea.
For new ways to the East, where ever they may be.
Frollo:
Luther will give the world, the true New Testament.
The old world falls apart, mankind learns discontent.
Gringoire:
And Gutenberg with his books will change the world again.
Frollo:
In Nuremberg on his press, books pour forth, day out day in.
Gringoire:
Novels poems and songs, men can read of right and wrong.
Frollo & Gringoire:
New ideas come along, who knows where we belong.
Gringoire:
The little things all come, with great things to descend.
The little words are strong, they bring down monuments.
Frollo:
The books they read in school, will kill cathedrals all.
The bible kills the church, and man will make god fall.
The new will kill the old.
Frollo & Gringoire:
They tell me ships have sailed, upon the ocean sea.
For new ways to the east, wherever they may be.
Luther will give the world, the true New Testament.
The old world falls apart, mankind learns discontent.
The new will kill the old.
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28) Les cloches - The bells
CHARACTERS: Frollo, Gringoire, Quasimodo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtuTv0CbmPk
LINK TO THE SONG in English:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rSUGu5oU8Ms&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=27
(opening part)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QthrlhMN8g&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=28

Gringoire:
The bells do not play, in Notre dame today.
Quasimodo hides up above, Quasimodo is sick with love.
Frollo:
The bells have lost their voice, for three days by his choice.
Quasimodo is sad, Quasimodo is going mad.
Frollo & Gringoire:
Quasimodo dies for love.
Quasimodo:
The bells that I make ring; they are my loves, they love me well.
I want to hear them sing, loud as they swing; my pretty bells.
In thunder or hail, or in wind or in rain.
Their song will never fail, singing through joy, singing through pain.
Bells that ring when we're born, Bells that ring when we die.
Bells that ring every day, every night, every hour.
Bells that ring when we pray, Bells that ring when we cry.
Bells that ring to wake us up when the sun lights the sky.
For the feast of Rameaux, for the Quasimodo.
For a bright Christmas day and for the day of all saints.
For annunciation, for the resurrection.
For St valentine day and for when Good Friday comes.
Celebrations they sing, all processions they ring.
The most beautiful day it is the feast of our lord.
Days of years, days of kings.
Easter day my bells ring.
And on Pentecost day they sing with bright tongues of flame.
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Confirmation they sing, and communions they ring.
Bells that toll for our death; Dies Irae, dies illa.
For ascension they sing, for assumption they ring.
Bells that bring us hosanna and sing hallelujah.
The bells I hold most dear, of the beauties I have here.
They are my Mary's three, all best friends to me.
When my little Mary rings, when children die she sets them free.
And my big Mary rings, when sailors set forth on the sea.
But when my great Mary sings, when lovers exchange wedding rings.
Then something in me always cries; then something in me always dies.
To see their happiness, to see their tenderness.
When a woman will not give me a single caress.
My bells marry and blend, and take wings on the wind.
In the midst of the stars up in the vaults of the sky.
All these bells that I sound, Kyrie Elieson.
Hosanna Allelujah Dies irae dies illa.
Bells that mourn with the sad, bells that laugh with the glad.
All these bells that have never not once rung out for me.
The bells that I make ring; they are my loves, such joy they bring.
I want to hear them sing, if Esmeralda does still live.
To tell the world, that Quasimodo loves Esmeralda.
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29) Où est-elle ? - Where is she?
CHARACTERS: Frollo, Gringoire, Clopin
LINK TO THE SONG in French:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGWI8RrVKiU
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Kat9qcq02cc&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=29
Frollo: Gringoire where has your lady gone?
I never see her dance at Notre Dame.
Gringoire:
I don't really know where she has gone,
Priests and poets are not one.
In women I see love;
The church puts them below and my poems above.
Frollo:
Where is she, your Esmeralda?
The small Paris streets can't sing without her song.
Gringoire:
She's alone in a tower of stone,
Far from those who fear all her powers unknown.
Frollo:
Poet what do you say, is it this or that way?
Do not use your words to play, have you seen her today?
Clopin:
Where is she my Esmeralda?
The kingdom I rule has lost all its splendour.
Gringoire:
She is like a swallow of spring,
That someone has caught and tied down the wings.
She is there in the prison called la-Sonte.
If she can't get away that is where she will stay,
Until she is hung.
Frollo, Clopin & Gringoire:
Where is she your Esmeralda?
The small Paris streets can't sing without her song.
She is like a swallow of spring,
That someone has caught and tied down the wings.
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30) Les oiseaux qu’on met en cage - The birds they put in cages
CHARACTERS: Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7T5BklQP88s
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gQcfZWpfVh0&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=30
Esmeralda:
Will the birds they put in cages, ever ride upon the wind?
Will the children Life outrages, ever learn to love again?
I lived my life like a swallow; I arrived here in the springtime.
All the little streets I'd follow, all the gypsy songs were mine.
Where's my friend who rings the church bells?
Where are you my Quasimodo?
They will hang me as the light swells, you can break these bars I know.
Quasimodo:
Esmeralda have you left me? Do you hide yourself away?
I have counted every hour; I have missed you every day.
Have you left upon a journey, with your handsome shining soldier?
With no marriage taking love free, like the gypsy girl you are.
Have you died out in the small streets, with no prayer to get to heaven?
There's a priest who counts your heartbeat, if he comes near you must run.
Esmeralda:
You remember at the street fair.
Quasimodo:
When they hurt me on the great wheel.
Esmeralda:
When you begged I gave you water.
Quasimodo:
At your feet I had to kneel.
Quasimodo & Esmeralda:
On that day our friendship started, it will last as long as we live.
Once together never parted, all we'll have to give we'll give.
Will the birds they put in cages, ever ride upon the wind.
Will the children life outrages, ever learn to love again?
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31) Condamnés - Castaway
CHARACTERS: Clopin, Ensemble
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lK5xw8stUtk
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=bkqNJpIu2Ok&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=31
Clopin & Refugees:
Cast away, souls at bay.
It's our dreams, they betray.
Now they say we can't stay.
Prayers we pray lost today.
Put the shade of your skin.
With the shade of my skin.
Put the song that you sing.
With the dance that I bring.
Refugees, downward bound.
Fill the streets of your town.
Can't we make a world, to which everyone belongs?
Can't we make a world, without fears without frontiers?
We're called names we are blamed.
We're kept down we are shamed.
In the night torture comes.
Try to speak without tongues.
My homeland I hold here
In my heart ever near.
In your land I find tears.
Words that hurt things to fear.
In my heart summer dies.
From your grey winter skies.
Can't we make a world, to which everyone belongs?
Can't we make a world, without fears without frontiers?

Cast away, souls at bay.
It's our dreams, they betray.
Now they say we can't stay.
Prayers we pray lost today.
Cast away.
Cast away.
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32) Le procès - The trial
CHARACTERS: Frollo, Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wtrMvl1xJs
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZjAi3eYeZyA&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=32
Frollo:
Esmeralda this high court charges you,
with having wounded a soldier true.
Esmeralda:
If he is wounded he's living still,
oh let me see him one time if the court will.
Frollo:
You have seduced him with foul sorcery,
stabbed him to kill him it's plain to see.
Esmeralda:
It wasn't me on my soul I swear.
Frollo:
But you were alone with him in his bed there.
Esmeralda:
There's a priest out of hell, who followed me.
Out of the night he came, can't you see.
Frollo:
This girl has all these wild imaginings.
She always thinks she is seeing crazy things.
Esmeralda:
I think he looks a lot like you sir.
Frollo:
See how the devil looks out of her eyes.
She is a stranger, a sorceress;
she is a pig, she is a bohemienne.
Did you commit this crime, and do you now confess.
Esmeralda:
I am the victim here, I can say no more or less.
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33) La torture - The torturer
CHARACTERS: Frollo, Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wtrMvl1xJs
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=scbIZ1dlg0g&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=33
Frollo:
Torturer come, I'll ask her the question again.
She's only strong because there's a devil within.
Make her body feel the pain; only pain will bring the truth.
Do you confess?
Esmeralda:
I love him I confess.
Frollo:
You will have to die for your sin.
Esmeralda:
Assassins, Assassins!
Frollo:
Bohemienne, you have confessed to using magic.
To prostitution, and to attacking Phoebus de Chateaupers.
On the day appointed you will be led
From your cell to the Place de Greve
Where you will be hanged by the neck until dead.
May god have mercy on your soul.
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34) Etre prêtre et aimer une femme - I’m a priest
CHARACTERS: Frollo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6LGsdLzmUg
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Rc3gjuAcanA&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=34
Frollo:
I was a happy man, until I saw her face.
I hid my need away in some dark secret place.
All that power of sex, I kept down and I never let go.
I had only one design the truth of god and man to know.
Oh, I'm a priest and I love this girl.
I love with a love that destroys my world.
Against the wind and the tide I could stand any shock.
Straight and proud like Notre dame upon her rock.
I let no woman near I suffered for gods care.
In the heart of the night I saw the lightning flare.
Oh, I'm a priest and I love this girl.
I love, yes I love; with a love that destroys my world.
Oh I'm a priest and I love this girl.
Heal me with your touch or hurt me once again.
Make me suffer for my sin.
Just lead me onto hell and I'll deny my Christ.
For hell with you is paradise.
Oh, I'm a priest and I love this girl.
I love, yes I love; with a love that destroys my world.
Oh I'm a priest and I love this girl.
This girl.
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35) Phoebus - Phoebus, if you can hear me
CHARACTERS: Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mj9YKlpZ3J8
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MaZiLh6MFUE&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=35
Phoebus, if he's alive then it's gods will.
Please tell him that I love him still.
Phoebus, if you can hear please come to me.
Tell them the truth and set me free.
Phoebus tell them so they will let me be.
Phoebus, when we went in and closed the door.
I laid my knife upon the floor.
Phoebus, the man in black I saw him there.
He came behind you from somewhere.
Phoebus, I saw my knife move through the air.
Phoebus, I hope by everything above.
Esmeralda does still have your love.
Phoebus, the girl who danced once on the square.
Who gave her life to you out there.
Phoebus, each night in my dreams you appear.
Please come and take me far from here.
Phoebus.
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36) Phoebus - To get back to you
CHARACTERS: Phoebus
LINK TO THE SONG in French:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XddBpSkPbcs
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=isg_rf8VnTA&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=36
My heart was led away I knew no right from wrong.
The gypsy girl had made her magic strong.
I knew no night or day I lost my way back home.
I would have died if I'd stayed too long.
I, who hurt your heart I am not the same.
I'm down on my knees I accept the blame.
I've had time to heal my body and soul.
Tell me what to do to get back to you.
My heart was led away I knew no right from wrong.
The gypsy girl wanted gold for her song.
I knew no night or day I lost my way back home.
But here with you I am where I belong.
My heart was led away I knew no right from wrong.
The gypsy girl for her sins will be hung.
I've changed the night to day, I've found my way back home.
Deep in my heart I've loved you all along.
Please tell me what to do, to get back to you.
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37) La monture - My heart if you will swear
CHARACTERS: Fleur De Lys, Phoebus
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5XYRmNUfJ0
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1TOZQm7Rb0w&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=37
You ride so high and straight and fair.
You look like you belong there.
So strong and right and four square.
No other man can compare
Or maybe you don't really care.
Just look for pleasure out there.
And always get your share.
Is there a heart in you somewhere?
My heart is pure my heart is rare.
If you are hurt I'll be there.
We'll start again from nowhere.
You'll have my heart if you will swear.
You'll have my heart if you will swear.
That you will hang Esmeralda.
I'm not a little girl now.
I'll show you that I know how.
I'll show you how I can be.
You think that I am so pure.
I tell you don't be so sure.
I can be wild and free.
Your words of love are hard to bear.
Your promises are thin air.
My heart is hard and I don't care.
I'll leave you hanging out there.
Unloose my belt let down my hair.
Come take me if you still dare.
Your love is all I want to wear.
You'll have my heart if you will swear.
You'll have my heart if you will swear.
That you will hang Esmeralda.
You'll have my heart if you will swear.
You'll have my heart if you will swear.
That you will hang Esmeralda.
That you will hang the Zingara.
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38) Visite de Frollo à Esmeralda - Frollo’s visit to Esmeralda
39) Un matin tu dansais - One Bright morning you danced
CHARACTERS: Frollo, Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3E5ThjMN01Y
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fbo6mOZFSeA&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=38
(opening)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=572MZgoEJVQ&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=39
Frollo:
I'm your priest and I've come to prepare you to die.
Esmeralda:
I'm cold, I'm weak; can't you let me go? I've done nothing to anyone.
Frollo:
The clock is striking five; it means that dawn will come soon.
Very soon they'll unlock that door, very soon you will be no more.
Esmeralda:
Very soon I'll find happiness.
Frollo:
Will you still sing when you're bound, and dance at the hanging ground?
Esmeralda:
What have I done to you that you hate me through and through?
Frollo:
It is not that I hate, it is that I love you. I love!
Esmeralda:
What is it I have done, a gypsy girl alone?
That love for me has come to you the priest of Notre dame.

Frollo:
One bright morning you danced on the square in the sun.
I watched you, so entranced, my whole world came undone.
Now my heart ever still rules my mind and my will.
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All my empty life unfilled, and now since that day.
Mirrors show no sign of my face, but Satan in my place.
Of me, there is no trace.
Esmeralda:
Oh my love he will come, light my days like the sun.
He will come take me home; my dark days will be done.
Come to close evil man, you will die by these hands.
No one can hate like I can, you will die where you stand.
Go to hell, that's what I demand.
Frollo:
Give me one hour with you; I'll be yours to command.
You must choose don't you see, before day dawns above.
Choose the gallows or me; choose your death or my love.
Choose the grave or my bed.
Frollo & Esmeralda:
To be living or dead.
Frollo:
If you nod yes with your head, your bonds will be shed.
I'll release you, and let you go.
To the ones you love so, to the devils you know.
Esmeralda:
Just go away, from here just go.
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40) Libérés - Free today
CHARACTERS: Quasimodo, Clopin, The refugees, Gringoire
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1d_K7-H3C8s
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Mp85dc8cmtY&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=40
Quasimodo & Refugees:
Free today. Flown away. Souls at bay find a way.
I've set them free today; souls at bay find a way.
Free today (hear us pray).
Souls at bay (find a way).
Facing plague (who will pay).
Seize the day (whole worlds sway)
Free today (hear us pray).
Souls at bay (find a way).
Facing plague (who will pay).
It's our day (souls that pray)
Quasimodo: When they were locked away.
I opened up the bars.
Now they are free today.
They're free to see the stars.
(Gringoire:
Hear our prayer asylum now)
(Free today, hear us pray.
Souls that may, find a way.
Facing plague, who will pay?
Seize the day, whole worlds sway)
(Gringoire: Hear our prayer asylum now)
(Free today, hear us pray.
Souls that may, find a way.
Facing plague, who will pay.
Seize the day, whole worlds sway)
Esmeralda:
Light of day, light our way.
Light of day, come and stay.
All:
Free today.
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41) Lune - Moon
CHARACTERS: Gringoire
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xy0YytwZjE
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=QJiqQwuXYpc&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=41
Gringoire:
Moon, you who shine your light.
Bright on the Paris night.
See, how a man suffers all for love.
Clear, solitary star.
So far, when the day returns.
Please hear.
Up there so high the cry of the world.
Please hear the cry, of a man in pain.
For whom all those million stars.
Don't shine like those shining eyes.
He loves with a mortal love.
Moon
Moon, please don't disappear.
Before you have time to hear.
Just hear.
How cries the heart of the human beast.
Please hear the cry, Quasimodo cries.
He cries for his heart is full.
His voice over mountains flies.
So high, that I know it flies to you.
Moon.
See, how this man aspires.
To join, his poor voice with angels.
Moon, you who shine your light.
For, poets as they write.
See, how a man suffers all.
For love.
For love.
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42) Dieu que le monde est injuste - God, you made the world all wrong
CHARACTERS: Quasimodo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5vdl9AGecc
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=j4n3t_Nvgfg&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=43
Quasimodo:
God you made the world all wrong, I'm so ugly; he's so fine.
I would love her my life long, but she never would be mine.
Now he owns her heart and soul, without giving her a thing.
And she thinks he'll make her whole, with the love she thinks he'll bring.
She will lie down at his touch, and believe his lies with pride.
It's his face she loves so much, she can't see what's deep inside.
God you made the world all wrong, he's so rich; and I'm so poor.
He will make her life a song; he will give her nothing more.
God you made the world all wrong, let her have her shining knight.
Beauty to the rich belongs, not to us outside the light.
I am just an ugly stain that the world just wants to hide.
God you gave me so much pain, were you ever on my side?
God you made the world all wrong, I have nothing; he has all.
But I'll tell her all along he won't be there is she falls.
He was born to silk and lace, to make love and to make war.
I was born without a face; God, what did you make me for?
Tell me what side god is on, those whose silver buys the host?
Or those who pray to god alone, day and night, this Holy Ghost.
Can this Jesus we adore save his blessing only for.
Those three kings of gold and myrrh, and leave the shepherds at the door?
God you made the world so wrong, I'm so ugly; he's so fine.
I will love her my life long.
But she never will be mine.
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43) Vivre - Live for the one I love
CHARACTERS: Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LaBwfx7gDgE
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCJVY-2_k78
Esmeralda:
A million stars light, this beautiful night.
This is not a night to die, let me sing and dance.
Beneath the sky.
I have such love to give, to give.
I want a chance to live.
Live for the one I love.
Love, as no one has loved.
Give, asking nothing in return.
Free, free to find my way.
Free to have my say.
Free to see the day.
Be, like I used to be.
Like a wild bird free.
With all the love in me.
Live for the one I love.
Love, as no one has loved.
Give, asking nothing in return.
Though this world tears us apart.
We're still together in my heart.
I want the world to hear my cry.
And even if I have to die.
Love will not die.
Love will change the world.
Live for the one I love.
Love, as no one has loved.
Give, asking nothing in return.
I'll love, until love wears me away.
I'll die, and I know my love will stay.
And I know my love will stay.
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44) L’attaque de Notre-Dame - Attack of Notre-Dame
CHARACTERS: Clopin, Ensemble, Frollo, Phoebus, Esmeralda
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OskokjiOzYI
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qgIBM_eomac&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=45
Ensemble:
Asylum!
Frollo:
Soldiers of the king I order you to break down that door. (Asylum)
Your conscience and your soul will remain safe and whole. (Asylum)
I give you the right, to transcend the right of asylum.
Phoebus and soldiers:
Down with these refugees.
Down with these beggar thieves.
Down with them all.(Repeatedly)
Clopin & Refugees:
We are the strangers here, the refugees the women and men.
Without a home, Oh Notre dame we come and ask of you.
Asylum. Asylum. (Repeatedly)
Phoebus Attacks Clopin
Clopin:
Esmeralda I die, oh sister do not cry
For all your people here.
Please listen to my prayer
This country is where you've grown.
This country is your own.
Claim it with all your might, for me Esmeralda.
Esmeralda & Refugees:
We are the strangers here, the refugees, the women and men.
Without a home. (Repeated x 5 whilst Gringoire sings)
Gringoire:
At Paris gates they stand.
Ten thousand in their band.
And one day soon they'll be.
A million in this land.
The world will change someday
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And things will go our way
We wonder what you'll do.
The day we ask of you.
All:
Oh Notre Dame we come and ask of you. Asylum. Asylum!

45) Déportés - Deported
CHARACTERS: Phoebus, Esmeralda, Ensemble (refugees and police)
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BgnoShN6d0
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Vls0QGZAE4A&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=46
Phoebus:
By Royal law this is way the judgement falls.
Hear one and hear all.
Esmeralda you will die today for making foul sorcery.
As for you refugees, you are all.
Deported.
Exiled.
Cast away. (Repeatedly)
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46) Mon Maître mon sauveur - My Master my savior
CHARACTERS: Frollo, Quasmodo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtRkKYpfINs
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JzwHjV4ECa4&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=47
Quasimodo:
Frollo, my master my saviour, my priest of Jesus here.
You have a heart that cares.
Frollo:
A heart.
Quasimodo:
A heart that love can heal.
Frollo:
A heart that tears can chill.
Quasimodo:
A heart that still can feel
Frollo:
A heart that had to kill.
Look over there! Your sweet Esmeralda!
Do you recall Quasimodo, when she was dancing there down on the square?
I sent her to the scaffold, don't you see?
For she would not give her love to me.
Quasimodo:
You have done this, you!
Frollo:
On a cross like our Jesus she'll die!
Quasimodo:
Nooo!
Frollo:
Look over there, the hangman awaits.
For the gypsies cry.
Your Esmeralda, its her that will hang.
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When the sun starts to rise!
Ha ha ha ha!
Quasimodo: (pushing Frollo)
Frollo!

47) Donnez-la moi - Give her to me
CHARACTERS: Quasimodo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6ylx_RZkPI
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=tdMXEjn3smM&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=48
Quasimodo:
Give her to me.
Hand her to me.
Leave her alone.
She is my own.
My Esmeralda.
Don't go away.
Please won't you stay?
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48) Danse mon Esmeralda - Dance my Esmeralda
CHARACTERS: Quasimodo
LINK TO THE SONG in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwQ0ubvVhSY
LINK TO THE SONG in English: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WwoRg12xy9I&list=PLkMiTIXbFyJUVU6oRm5BCtf4N2XPmzyJm&index=49
When the years have all come and gone.
They'll find beneath the ground.
Our two bodies joined as one.
Showing how we were bound.
How much Quasimodo once loved.
Esmeralda the gypsy girl.
How he was marked by god above.
Just to help him to bear his cross.
Just to help him to bear his cross.
Eat my body and drink my blood.
Vultures of Montfaucon.
So that death more than this life could.
Join our two names as one.
Let my poor soul just fly away.
From the miseries of this earth.
Let my love find the light of day.
In the light of the universe.
In the light of the universe.

Dance my Esmeralda, sing my Esmeralda.
Dance just one more time for me.
You know I'll die for love of you.
Dance my Esmeralda, sing my Esmeralda.
Please let my poor soul fly free.
It is not death to die for you.
Dance my Esmeralda, sing my Esmeralda.
Please come sleep here in my arms.
You know I'd die for love of you.
Dance my Esmeralda, sing my Esmeralda.
Beyond, and beyond beyond.
It is not death to die for you.
Dance my Esmeralda, sing my Esmeralda.
Please let my poor soul fly free.
It is not death to die for you.
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